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Modeling, Analysis, and Implementation
of Universal Acceleration Platform Across

Online Video Sharing Sites
Ke Xu, Senior Member, IEEE, Tong Li , Haiyang Wang, Haitao Li, Wei Zhu,

Jiangchuan Liu , Senior Member, IEEE, and Song Lin

Abstract—User-generated video sharing service has attracted a vast number of users over the Internet. The most successful sites,

such as YouTube and Youku, now enjoy millions of videos being watched every day. Yet, given limited network and server resources,

the user experience of existing video sharing sites (VSSes) is still far from being satisfactory. To mitigate such a problem, peer-to-peer

(P2P) based video accelerators have been widely suggested to enhance the video delivery on VSSes. In this paper, we find that the

interference of multiple accelerators will lead to a severe bottleneck across the VSSes. Our model analysis shows that a universal video

accelerator can naturally achieve better performance with lower deployment cost. Based on this observation, we further present the

detailed design of Peer-to-Peer Video Accelerator (PPVA), a real-world system for universal and transparent P2P accelerating. Such a

system has already attracted over 180million users, with 48million video transactions every day. We carefully examine the PPVA

performance from extensive measurements. Our trace analysis indicates that it can significantly reduce server bandwidth cost and

accelerate the video download speed by 80 percent.

Index Terms—Video sharing, P2P, acceleration, replication

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE recent years have witnessed the explosion of video
sharing as an emerging killer application. These user

generated video sharing sites (VSSes), unlike traditional
TV/movie services, are greatly enriched by constantly
updated contents from users worldwide. It is known that
over 300 hours of videos will be uploaded to YouTube every
minute [1]. The most successful VSS in China, Youku [2],
also enjoys more than 100 million videos being watched
every day. The success of their local counterparts, such as
Ku6 [3] and Sina Video [4], further indicates an elevating
market interest in video sharing. However, given limited
network and server resources, user experience in existing
VSSes is still far from being satisfactory. Recent surveys
reveal that the average service delay of YouTube is more
than 15s [5], [6], which is much longer than some earlier
measurements (nearly 6:5s) [7], [8]. This increasing latency

can greatly affect the development of the VSSes [9]. In par-
ticular, Sitaraman et al. [10] indicated that per second delay
results in a 5:8 percent increase in the number of viewers
abandoning slow-loading videos.

It is known that the latency issue is mainly due to the
explosion of VSS user population and the limited server
capacity. To alleviate this service bottleneck, peer-to-peer
(P2P) assisted video accelerators have been wildly adopted
by many VSSes. In particular, Youku [11], Tudou [12] and
iQIYI [13] provide different types of video accelerators,1 aim-
ing to help their users to obtain better watching experience.
As a side effect, a user browsingmultiple VSSes has to install
different accelerators for each site. For users, the installation
of different accelerators is both time and resource consum-
ing.While for service providers, the redundant development
of customized accelerators is not cost-effective, either.

In this paper, we for the first time investigate the poten-
tial of providing a universal video acceleration (UVA) plat-
form. This platform is designed to serve multiple P2SP
networks, fully exploring the aggregated video and client
resources across VSSes, especially for identical videos repli-
cated in diverse sites. Our model analysis indicates that a
universal video accelerator can obtain better download per-
formance with lower deployment costs. In this system, users
will have enough incentive to use the universal accelerator
because it can achieve 80 percent improvement in terms of
the video download speed. Based on this analysis founda-
tion, we further present the implementation of our real-
world system: Peer-to-Peer Video Accelerator (PPVA) [14].
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1. These dedicated softwares are also called stand-alone video
accelerators.
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This commercial system has already been used by over 180
million users over the Internet. To better explain its design
principals, we closely examine the performance of PPVA
and highlight the unique challenges during the system
implementation. This universal video acceleration platform
is then evaluated by detailed trace analysis, providing valu-
able guidelines for future enhancements. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first research that presents the
detailed design of a real-world VSS acceleration platform.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the related work. Before designing the real-world
system PPVA, we firstly present a model-based analysis to
show why a universal accelerator can achieve better perfor-
mance in Section 3. Section 4 further models the competition
between different video acceleration approaches. Based on
these analyses, we present the framework as well as the
design of our real-world system, PPVA, in Section 5. Sec-
tion 6 explores the PPVA performance through real-world
measurements and Section 7 further discusses the character-
istics of video contents and the random seeking support of
PPVA. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

P2P delivery has been used to accelerate diverse content dis-
tribution systems, e.g., file sharing [15], software updates [16],
live streaming [17], [18], [19], and on-demand streaming
(P2P-VoD) [20], [21], [22], [23]. With each peer contributing its
bandwidth to serve others, a P2P overlay scales extremely
well with larger user bases.

Particularly, Paiet et al. [17] proposed Chainsaw and
Zhang et al. [18] proposed CoolSreaming where a peer
maintains a partial view of others as its neighbors, and
schedules the video segment transmission by sending out-
going requests to its neighbors. Since 2006, there have been
several start-up companies in China developing VoD sys-
tems, such as PPStream [24], which has attracted more than
10 million users and more than 300 programs of living chan-
nels. In terms of system deployment, Cheng et al. deployed
GridCast [20] on CERNET (China Education Network). They
discussed viewing session characteristics, popularity distri-
bution of videos, aswell as implications on designing efficient
distribution architectures. Another large-scale P2P-VoD sys-
tem has been presented in [21], which extends PPLive, one of
the most successful P2P live streaming systems. Liu et al. [22]
presented the first production deployment of random net-
work coding as a core technology in the UUSee P2P-VoD sys-
tem operated by UUSee Inc., one of the leading peer-assisted
media content providers in China. The use of network cod-
ing [25] has emerged as a potential remedy to overhead chal-
lenges in P2P video streaming systems [26], [27]. A follow-up
study by Liu et al. [23] presented Novasky, a real-world
Video-on-Demand (VoD) system capable of delivering cine-
matic quality video streams to end users.

However, due to bandwidth instability in P2P system, the
current video transmission tends to use a peer-assisted pat-
tern, which is called peer to server and to peer (P2SP) [28]
system. P2SP system enables users to simultaneously down-
load data from both servers and peers. For example, as a
leading CDN services provider, Akamai [29] has proposed
its peer-assisted content delivery to provide faster and more

stable mass data transmission services. Besides, P2SP net-
works also provide users with accelerated services for video
delivery. A typical case in China is that each P2SP network
develops a corresponding accelerator [11], [12], [13] for their
own websites. The PPVA implementation is closely related
to P2SP but quite different. Whereas the existing VSS acceler-
ators in P2SP systems are designed for dedicated sites, a user
browsing multiple VSSes has to install different accelerators
for each site. Neither coordination nor resource sharing
exists across different video sites.

Different from existing studies that are generally con-
fined to a particular or small collection of sites, we present a
universal acceleration platform fully exploring the aggre-
gated video and client resources across diverse VSSes. Our
investigation indicates the efficiency of this universal video
acceleration platform and identifies the implementation
challenges therein.

The essence of PPVA is that by utilizing peering flexibility,
P2P applications can cooperate to improve network efficiency.
Xie et al. [30] considered that the same data may be available
frommultiple sources and P2P may have tremendous flexibil-
ity in rewiring their traffic patterns to improve network effi-
ciency. They further suggested P4P, a new cross-torrent
collaboration architecture that cooperate P2P applications
with ISPs. However, their design only considers a single ISP,
and asks for P2P applications to consult for ISP-biased network
information, which is non-transparent. Our PPVA, however,
will provide transparent services that do not need to change
client-server protocols across VSSes, which can be smoothly
and incrementally deployed on existing video clients.

3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF UNIVERSAL VIDEO

ACCELERATION PLATFORM

Before designing and deploying the real-world system
PPVA, we start from theoretical analysis to show whether a
universal accelerator can achieve better performance. In this
section, we will clarify the performance gain of a universal
video accelerator through model-based analysis. In particu-
lar, considering z VSSes with dedicated video accelerators,
we will compare PPVA performance to existing stand-alone
acceleration platforms. Table 1 summarizes the notations in
our modeling.

TABLE 1
Summary of Notations in the Performance Model

Notation Description

z The total number of VSSes
n The total number of nodes in the system
m The total number of unique chunks in the system
k The storage capacity on the node (number of chunks)
mr The peer’s expected value of download bandwidth
mu The peer’s expected value of upload bandwidth
pr The probability of peer’s chunk requirement
Peersep The total available download bandwidth of peers

across z stand-alone video accelerators
Peerunion The total available download bandwidth of peers

with a universal video accelerator
�i The probability that a user visits the i-th VSS
Pr The probability that a user requests chunk r
B The set of all nodes in the system
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3.1 Modeling of Video Acceleration Platforms

For a given peer in P2P-based video systems, we use
Peersep to denote the total amount of download bandwidth
that can be obtained by using z stand-alone video accelera-
tors, that is, Peersep is obtained without the interaction of
multiple VSSes. We use Peerunion to refer to the download
bandwidth using a universal video accelerator. It is easy to

see that the ratio
Peersep
Peerunion

can be used to quantify the relative

performance of stand-alone and universal video accelera-
tion platforms.

To clarify such a ratio, we first estimate the maximum
available bandwidth provided by different acceleration
platforms as follow. (The derivation of this equation can be
found in Appendix I, which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.
org/10.1109/TSC.2016.2565470.)

Peerunion � min mrnpr; nmu 1� e�
knpr
m

� �� �
; (1)

where n is the total number of peers in the system, m is
the total number of unique chunks in the system, k is the
node storage size (number of chunks), mr is the peer’s
expected value of download bandwidth, mu is the peer’s
expected value of upload bandwidth, and pr is the probabil-
ity of requesting a chunk.

Without the loss of generality, we assume that there are z
VSSes and users have a probability of �i to visit the ith VSS.
Thus,

Pz
i¼1 �i ¼ 1. In VSS i, its peer population, total num-

ber of chunks and cache size can be referred as

ni ¼ �in;mi ¼ �im; ki ¼ �ik: (2)

The total amount of upload bandwidths provided by the
peers in VSS i can be obtained as follow:

min �imrnpr; �inmu 1� e�
knpr�i

m

� �� �
: (3)

Based on this definition, the total amount of upload
bandwidths provided by peers in all the VSSes can be
approximated as

Peersep �
Xz
i¼1

�i min mrnpr; nmu 1� e�
knpr�i

m

� �� �
: (4)

Therefore, the ratio between Peersep and Peerunion can be
defined as

Peersep
Peerunion

�
Pz

i¼1 �i min mrpr;mu 1� e�
knpr�i

m

� �� �
min mrpr;mu 1� e�

knpr
m

� �� � : (5)

It is easy to see that when mrpr � muð1� e�
knpr
m Þ, i.e.,

knpr
m

� � ln 1� mrpr
mu

� �
: (6)

We can approximate minðmrnpr; nmuð1� e�
knpr�i

m ÞÞ � mrnpr.
Therefore, we have Peersep � mrnpr. The ratio can thus be
obtained as

Peersep
Peerunion

� 1; if mrpr � mu 1� e�
knpr
m

� �
: (7)

Otherwise, when mrpr > muð1� e�
knpr
m Þ, the ratio can be

obtained as

Peersep
Peerunion

�
Pz

i¼1 �imu 1� e�
knpr�i

m

� �
mu 1� e�

knpr
m

� � ; (8)

where we define

gð�Þ ¼ 1� e��x

1� e�x
; 0 < � < 1: (9)

Using Calculus and the Arithmetic Mean, i.e., Geometric
Mean Inequality, we have

� < gð�Þ < minð1;minðxþ 1; ex=2Þ�Þ: (10)

We thus denote

c ¼
Xz
i¼1

�2
i : (11)

Based on Formula 8, we can obtain the ratio as

Peersep
Peerunion

2 c;min 1;c min 1þ knpr
m

; e
knpr
2m

� �� �� �
: (12)

Based on the above analysis, we summarize the conclu-
sions as Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Under the same circumstances, we have the fol-
lowing results of bandwidth ratios provided by other peers
in multiple P2P networks to those in the video acceleration
platform:

Peersep
Peerunion

2 ðc;minð1;cð1þ knpr
m Þ;ceknpr2m Þ�;

if mrpr > muð1� e�
knpr
m Þ

Peersep
Peerunion

� 1;
Peersep
Peerunion

� 1;

if mrpr � muð1� e�
knpr
m Þ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(13)

where c is given by Formula 11.

We denote x ¼ knpr
m . In the case that mrpr > muð1� e�

knpr
m Þ,

when x is small,
Peersep
Peerunion

will be close to c. For example,

when knpr
m < 0:1,

Peersep
Peerunion

2 ðc; 1:052cÞ.
In the case that mrpr � muð1� e�

knpr
m Þ, we can find that

when x is small (for example, smaller cache sizes), the uni-
versal video acceleration platform will significantly outper-
form that of stand-alone video acceleration (SAVA)
platforms; when x is large, the performance of the two sys-
tems will be quite similar. Unfortunately, large local resour-
ces for caching can hardly be obtained in the real-world
implementation. The limited number of peers will further
enlarge such a performance gap especially in the unpopular
channels. Note that we will further clarify this performance
gap in the next section.
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3.2 Numerical Evaluation

In this part, we will calculate the ratio
Peersep
Peerunion

with numeri-

cal values. It is known that there are over 30 major VSSes in
Asia,2 most of which have provided their own video accel-
erators. Based on the existing measurements, the top three
VSSes are Youku, Tudou3 and iQIYI [31], which occupied
39.1, 20.3 and 15.3 percent of the market shares, respec-
tively.4 We therefore apply the following real-world param-
eters for our evaluation:

n ¼ 3� 108; pr ¼ 0:1; k ¼ 250;m ¼ 1010;

z ¼ 1000;mu ¼ 300;mr ¼ 500:
(14)

where �i follows a Zipf [32] distribution. Based on the
popularity of the top three VSSes, the maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) of a is 1:5887. The universal video acceler-
ation platform can therefore increase the bandwidths pro-
vided by other peers by 73:2 percent compared with those
in the stand-alone video platforms.

Based on this model, we further analyze the performance
of the universal video acceleration platform. As we can
see from Fig. 1, the performance gain will increase withmore
VSSes. This is because the universal platform can increase
the sharing opportunities among different VSSes, which
potentially increases the utilization of peer’s upload capac-
ity. Note that the total number of peers is fixed in this experi-
ment. The performance gain will be bounded when peer’s
upload capacities are fully utilized. Fig. 2 shows the perfor-
mance gain with different chunk population. We can find
that the universal acceleration platform can achieve better
performancewithmore chunks. This is because chunk popu-
lation can increase the sharing efficiency among peers.

In conclusion, this section statically conducts the compar-
ison of P2P transmission bandwidth between the universal
video acceleration approach and the stand-alone video
acceleration approach, we finally obtain Theorem 1. Theo-
rem 1 indicates that transmission bandwidth of stand-alone
video acceleration approach will not be more than that of

the universal video acceleration approach in P2P networks,
and smaller x contributes to the performance gain of the
universal acceleration platform. As to accurate numerical
calculation of the transmission bandwidth of the two
approaches, we can directly use Formula 5. Model analysis
and numerical evaluation demonstrate that the universal
video acceleration approach outperforms the traditional
stand-alone video acceleration approach in performance.
However, this universal video acceleration approach also
brings about extra overhead, which may hinder the univer-
sal video acceleration platform deployment. We will discuss
the competition between the universal video acceleration
platform and traditional ones in Section 4.

4 COMPETITION ANALYSIS OF UNIVERSAL VIDEO

ACCELERATION PLATFORM

In this section, we will discuss the competition of three rep-
resentative approaches in this section: the Universal Video
Acceleration approach, the Stand-Alone Video Acceleration
approach and the C/S Video Acceleration (CSVA)
approach.5 Table 2 summarizes the notations in the compe-
tition modeling.

4.1 Competition Considerations

Internet delivery has gone through three stages: the C/S
pattern, cache pattern represented by CDN, and P2P (P2SP).
Section 3 shows that a universal video acceleration platform
can largely improve user’s download experience. However,
its deployment also introduces more overheads on users,
such as larger local cache and higher upload bandwidth.
These overheads may prevent users from using the univer-
sal acceleration platform.

Before deploying PPVA, it is strategic to evaluate
whether UVA is likely to be widely deployed, competing
with the current SAVA and CSVA. If it is, we eventually
reveal that video delivery can evolve to a new (the fourth)
stage: UVA, i.e., fully exploring the aggregated video and
client resources across multiple VSSes. More importantly,
based on the competition analysis, we can find out the

Fig. 1. Performance gain for different site count z. Fig. 2. Performance gain for different chunk countm.

2. http://www.reelseo.com/list-video-sharing-websites/.
3. Two of the most popular VSSes in China, contracted a merger in

March 2012. However, our analysis regards them as two different
VSSes according to their reserved platform independence. http://
www.globaltimes.cn/content/699963.shtml.

4. http://news.iresearch.cn/Zt/140136.shtml.

5. The client-server acceleration refers to the conventional approach
where service providers deploy more servers to enhance download
performance.
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preconditions for our design to outperform the others. This
conditions show potential in guiding the deployment of our
real-world system, PPVA.

4.2 Modeling of User Utility

To further clarify the trade-off and understand user’s incen-
tive, we apply a classic competition model [33] to analyze
the utility of different acceleration approaches. The general
user utility function is defined as follow:

UtilnetðtÞ ¼ uuserDnetðtÞ � Cnet; (15)

where DnetðtÞ is expected as the quality of service the
platform can provide, here we simply use the user’s
expected value of download bandwidth instead. uuser is a
user-related variable uniformly distributed in ½0; 1�, char-
acterizing different users in valuing the objective benefit.
Further definition of this variable can be seen in [33].
Cnet is the cost of the user, such as the contribution of
storage and upload bandwidth. Note that CSVA has no
additional cost because users only need to download the
videos from servers.

Since PPVA is mainly used in China (account for over
97 percent downloads [14]) and recently many VSSes have
developed their corresponding accelerators [11], [12], [13],
these dedicated accelerators have already reached certain
proportion. But they are far from being popular among
users. According to the real scene, without loss of general-
ity, we use x1ðtÞ to refer the set of users in the universal

video acceleration platform at time t. xi
2ðtÞ and xi3ðtÞ refer

to the set of the users who choose the stand-alone and C/
S acceleration platform of the ith VSS at time t,
respectively.

Based on Formula 1 and 15, the utility of using the UVA
can be obtained as follows:

Util1 � uuser min mr;
mu

pr
1� e�b2x1ðtÞ

� �
þ F

Upr

� �
� C1; (16)

where U is the set of users and b2 ¼ kUpr
m > 0. F is the

total capacity of servers.
For the remaining users choosing non-UVA (not using

the universal video acceleration platform), their utility is as
follows:

dUtil1 ¼ Xz
i¼1

max
�
Utili2;Util

i
3

�
; (17)

where Utili2 is the utility of using stand-alone acceleration

of the ith VSS. Utili3 is the utility of using C/S acceleration of
the ith VSS.

Next, we introduce the calculation of Utili2. In particu-
lar, the users have a probability of �i to view videos in
the ith VSS, install its video accelerator, gain benefits
and contribute to others. Meanwhile, the users also need
to provide local cache with the size of k�i chunks. The
local cache is considered as consistent costs (i.e.,

Ci
2 ¼ �iC1). Based on Formula 2, the popularity parame-

ter of the VSS is �i, the number of users using the VSS

with the stand-alone video accelerator is U�ix
i
2. We

therefore have

ni ¼ U�ix
i
2ðtÞ; mi ¼ m�i; ki ¼ k�i; C

i
2 ¼ �iC1: (18)

Based on Formula 1 and 15, we can approximate Utili2 as

Utili2 � �iuuser min mr;
mu

pr
1� e�b2�ix

i
2
ðtÞ

� �
þ F

Upr

� �
� �iC1;

(19)

where pr is the probability of requesting a chunk.
On the other hand, Utili3 is the utility of using C/S accel-

eration of the ith VSS. In this scenario, the users using
CSVA do not need to serve other peers and therefore have
no additional cost. We have

Utili3 � �iuuser min mr;
F

Upr

� �
: (20)

4.3 Modeling of Competition

Based on the utility functions in Formulas 16 and 17, we can
now analyze the competition among different acceleration
approaches.

4.3.1 Competition Between UVA and Non-UVA

In particular, the users will choose a better approach

with larger utility (between Util1 and dUtil1). To better

understand the competition, we will focus on the situa-
tion with plenty of user requirements. Util1 can therefore
be approximated as

Util1 � uuserF

Upr
þ mu

pr

�
uuser

�
1� e�b2x1ðtÞ�� b1

�
; (21)

where b1 ¼ C1pr
mu

> 0 refers to the normalized time cost of

uploading local chunks to other peers. Therefore, dUtil1 can
be obtained as

dUtil1 � uuserF

Upr

þ mu

pr

Xz
i¼1

�i max
�
uuser

�
1� e�b2�ix

i
2
ðtÞ�� b1; 0

�
:

(22)

Based on Formulas 21 and 22, the difference of utility can
be approximated as

TABLE 2
Summary of Notations in the Competition Model

Notation Description

U The set of all users
x The set of users using different acceleration approaches
F The total capacity of servers
D The user’s expected value of download bandwidth
C The cost of users
Util1 The utility of a universal video acceleration platform
Util2 The utility of a stand-alone video acceleration platform
Util3 The utility of a C/S acceleration platform
uuser The user-related variable to characterize different users

in valuing the objective benefit [33]
h The chunk sharing rate among users
H The set of users who have positive utility while using

a given acceleration approach
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Util1 � dUtil1 � mu

pr
ðuuserð1� e�b2x1ðtÞÞ � b1Þ

� mu

pr

Xz
i¼1

�i maxðuuserð1� e�b2�ix
i
2
ðtÞÞ � b1; 0Þ:

(23)

We denote the right side of Formula 23 as Y ðuuserÞ. It is
easy to see that when Y ðuuserÞ � 0, their uuser will satisfy
uuser 2 ½1�H1ðtÞ; 1�. We therefore have the chunk sharing
rate among users as follow:

h1ðtÞ ¼
Xz
i¼1

�ið1� e�b2�ix
i
2
ðtÞÞ: (24)

We further discuss two cases as follows:
Case 1: 1� e�b2x1ðtÞ � h1ðtÞ. Since we have

Pz
i¼1 �i

maxðuuserð1� e�b2�ix
i
2
ðtÞÞ � b1; 0Þ � uuserh1 � b1, in this case,

Y ðuuserÞwill be less than zero.
Case 2: 1� e�b2x1ðtÞ > h1ðtÞ. When uuser ¼ 1, we have

Y ðuuserÞ > 0. We can see that if uuser ¼ 0, Y ðuuserÞ � 0. There-
fore, Y ðuuserÞ ¼ 0 has at least one solution u0 in ½0; 1�. The
value of Y ðuuserÞ � Y ðu0Þ has both non-negative coefficient
for uuser and non-negative constant term. Thus for uuser 2
½u0; 1�, we have Y ðuuserÞ � 0. In other words, if some users
have Y ðuuserÞ � 0, then their uuser satisfies uuser 2 ½1 �
H1ðtÞ; 1�.

For both cases, the users who choose the universal video
accelerator have uuser 2 ½1�H1ðtÞ; 1�. As the migration
always happens near the boundary of different categories,
at any moment, users who choose UVA have uuser 2 ½1�
xðtÞ; 1�; while users with uuser 2 ½0; 1� xðtÞÞ will choose
between SAVA and CSVA for each VSS.

4.3.2 Equilibrium Between SAVA and CSVA

For the ith VSS, we will now further consider user’s choice
between SAVA and CSVA. The difference of their utility
functions is

Utili2 �Utili3 �
�imu

pr
ðuuserð1� e�b2�ix

i
2
ðtÞÞ � b1Þ: (25)

Note that both SAVA and CSVA have been deployed for
a long period of time, and the choices between them can
always move to the equilibrium point [33]. We therefore
have

k2;i ¼ b2�i ¼ kUpr�i

m
> 0; (26)

where k3;i is the only real number satisfying the follow-
ing factors:

ðk2;ið1� x1ðtÞ � k3;iðtÞÞ þ 1Þe�k2;ik3;iðtÞ ¼ 1;

k3;iðtÞ 2 ð0; 1� x1ðtÞÞ
(27)

we define

k6;iðtÞ ¼ ð1� x1ðtÞ � k3;iðtÞÞð1� e�k2;ik3;iðtÞÞ (28)

when b1 � k6;iðtÞ, let k4;iðtÞ and k5;iðtÞ be the unique real
numbers satisfying the following equations:

ð1� x1ðtÞ � k4;iðtÞÞð1� e�k2;ik4;iðtÞÞ � b1 ¼ 0;

k4;iðtÞ 2 ð0; k3;i�
(29)

ð1� x1ðtÞ � k5;iðtÞÞð1� e�k2;ik5;iðtÞÞ � b1 ¼ 0;

k5;iðtÞ 2 ½k3;iðtÞ; 1� x1ðtÞÞ:
(30)

In the case that SAVA has been deployed for a long
period of time, when b1;i > k6;iðtÞ, we have xi

2 ¼ 0 (i.e., the
users who have not adopted UVA will choose CSVA).
When b1 � k6;iðtÞ, the initial proportion will exceed k4;i.
This makes the user proportion of that network convergent

to xi
2 ¼ k5;i instead of 0.

4.3.3 Further Analysis of Competition

Based on the analysis of the equilibrium between SAVA and
CSVA in Section 4.3.2, the utility difference can be further
approximated as follows. (The details are shown in Appen-
dix.II, available in the online supplemental material.)

Util1 � dUtil1 � ðuuserð1� e�b2x1ðtÞÞ � b1Þ

�
X
�i�h2

�i max uuser
b1

1� x1ðtÞ � k5;iðtÞ � b1; 0

� �
:

(31)

Based on Formula 31, it is easy to see that H1ðtÞ can
be calculated with a binary search algorithm. Since
�1 � �2 � 	 	 	 � �z, we can prove that k5;1 � k5;2 � 	 	 	 � k5;z.
Let h3ðtÞ be the value of Formula 31 when uuser ¼ 1� x1ðtÞ,
we have

h3ðtÞ ¼ ð1� x1ðtÞÞð1� e�b2x1ðtÞÞ � b1

�
X

�i�h2ðtÞ
�ib1

k5;iðtÞ
1� x1ðtÞ � k5;iðtÞ : (32)

Based on Formula 31, we have

h3ðtÞ > 0 () H1ðtÞ > x1ðtÞ: (33)

Based on our competition model, we can obtain

dx1ðtÞ
dt

¼ gðH1ðtÞ � x1ðtÞÞ: (34)

The conclusion in this section can be summarized in
Theorem 2. This theorem shows that users will move to the
universal video acceleration platform when their chunk
sharing rate is larger than zero.

Theorem 2. For competitions among the universal video acceler-
ation platform, the stand-alone video acceleration platform and
the C/S video platform, if h3ðtÞ > 0, the proportion of users
who choose the universal video platform x1ðtÞ will increase; if
h3ðtÞ < 0, x1ðtÞ will decrease; if h3ðtÞ ¼ 0, the system is at an
equilibrium point.

4.4 Numerical Evaluation

In this section, we will further evaluate the proposed com-
petition model. In particular, we will use the configurations
in Formula 14 with two new parameters as follows:

U ¼ 3� 108; C1 ¼ 20:
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Note that we have b1 ¼ 0:00667 and b2 ¼ 7:5. As shown in
Fig. 3, when the initial proportion is larger than 10:9 percent,
UVAwill be applied; its final proportionwill be 97:3 percent.

Fig. 3 shows that when the initial proportion x1ð0Þ is
larger than a certain value start, UVAwill be applied. Its final
proportion will be another certain value steady. Fig. 4 shows
the change of start and steady with different b1 (normalized
time cost of uploading local chunks). As we can see, steady is
dramatically decreasing when b1 is increasing. We can see
that when b1 is very large (e.g., users need to provide very
large local cache), UVA has no obvious advantage in user
utility. Also when b1 < 0:2, steadywill be larger than 80 per-
cent. This means the final market share of UVA should be at
least 80 percent with a reasonable cost. Note that we have
estimated that b1 < 0:0067 from real-world measurements.
This means UVA is the final winner of this competition.

In conclusion, this section gives a popular competition
model and shows that most users will prefer a universal
video accelerator under a bounded overhead. We also use
the real-world trace to indicate that such an overhead is
smaller than such a bound. On the other hand, through the
competition analysis of UVA, SAVA and CSVA, we find out
the preconditions for our design to outperform the dedi-
cated ones. These conditions show potential in guiding the
deployment of our real-world system applying UVA,
PPVA. For example, it is easy to obtain that smaller b1 con-
tributes to the deployment of the universal acceleration plat-
form. According to the definition of b1 , in order to decrease
b1, we should take following measures during the PPVA
deployment: a) to decrease the user cost, or b) to encourage
user to increase the upload bandwidth limit without bring-
ing out heavier overhead.

5 PPVA: UNIVERSAL AND TRANSPARENT VIDEO

ACCELERATOR

Our model analysis indicates that a universal accelerator
can efficiently improve user performance with an accept-
able level of overhead. According to our performance analy-
sis, we find that the sharing efficiency will be significantly
enhanced with more VSSes and larger contents. Based on
the competition analysis, we further indicate that the major-
ity of users will have enough incentive to use the universal

acceleration platform when b1 (normalized time of upload-
ing local chunks) is smaller than 0:2. These model-based
analysis results greatly motivate the development of our
commercial system, PPVA. In this section, we will present
the framework as well as the design of this real-world uni-
versal acceleration platform. Except for the general issues
that should be addressed in P2P accelerators for individual
sites, there are still many unique design challenges for a uni-
versal transparent platform. And we will elaborate our solu-
tions in the PPVA implementation.

5.1 Design Principles

Different from the classic CDN/P2P based video/content
delivery [29], the design of PPVA highlights the full explo-
ration that aggregating video and client resources across
multiple P2SP networks, especially for identical videos rep-
licated in diverse VSSes.

Universality. We aim to provide universal P2P accelerat-
ing services and shadow site heterogeneity. In detail, such
services are independent to different site architectures,
video formats, etc. It can also make effective use of various
users and video resources across stand-alone sites to
achieve better performance.

Transparency. Our system should provide transparent serv-
ices that do not need to change client-server protocols across
existing VSSes. In this way, our service can be smoothly and
incrementally deployed on existing video clients.

Scalability. The existing VSSes have already attracted a
great number of users. The system scalability will be an
important concern when we integrate these users together
for global optimization. To satisfy such a great number of
users, our universal accelerating platform should be more
scalable especially comparing to the stand-alone accelerators.

5.2 Objectives

Server bandwidth cost alleviation. Although video sharing has
become an immensely popular service in the recent years,
revenues may be hard to achieve due to the enormous
deployment costs. Therefore, bandwidth cost alleviation is
urgently required for content providers.

Acceleration effectiveness. Given limited network and
server resources, user experience with existing VSSes are
far from being satisfactory. With regard to acceleration

Fig. 3. Evolution of the proportion of the universal video acceleration
platform.

Fig. 4. The deployment of the universal video acceleration platform for
different b1.
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effectiveness, we focuse on two aspects: reduction of the
videos that cannot be viewed smoothly, and download
speed acceleration. Note that although higher average
download speed does not necessarily mean better user
experience, it can reflect viewing experience to some extent.

5.3 Framework Design

To achieve these design goals, as shown in Fig. 5, we design
the PPVA framework which consists of the following key
components:

Video application. Video applications are the so-called
VSSes, including video repository servers and their related
web portals. Note that we neither impose any specific
design guidelines on these servers, nor limit their video file
formats, bitrates, or sizes. We only record indexed informa-
tion of their video chunks on index servers.

Tracker. Trackers are used to manage peer dynamics (e.g.,
arrival and departure). A peer will be registered on a tracker
when joining the system. Related information such as view-
ing preference and online duration will be also recorded on
trackers.

Index server. Index servers are used to perceive peer’s
watching/sharing behaviors. For example, selecting a video
to watch, implementing a seeking interaction and seeking
for a watching position. It also provides indexed informa-
tion of video chunks.

P2P cache. PPVA performance can be enhanced by
optional P2P caches. These caches are dedicated servers
which store replicas of the video contents and share these
replicas upon requests.

Peers. They refer to the clients who run PPVA client soft-
ware to fetch video data. These clients can access VSSes with
conventional operations. PPVA will intercept the requests
and transparently provide accelerated streaming services
through P2P or a combination of peers and server downloads.

It is worth noting that PPVA provides three options
while processing download acceleration: server only, P2P
only, and a hybrid of both. By default, hybrid download is
applied in our system. This is because such an approach can
achieve a more stable download performance and accom-
modate accesses to both popular and non-popular videos.

5.4 System Operations

In this part, we will present the basic operations of PPVA.
Request interception. In general, PPVA serves as a proxy

between the client and its web browser. It will redirect and
optimize user’s video download requests.

Join the system. Once the P2P engine is invoked, a newly
arrived client will first register its ID, IP address, shared
resource list on trackers and update the resource list at pre-
set intervals. It will also obtain a list of potential neighbors
to fetch video data.

Play. Once the accelerator is invoked, three download
options are available: from the server only, P2P only, and a
hybrid of both. By default, the hybrid download is used by
PPVA, which achieves the best download performance and
accommodates access to all videos.

Note that for P2P operations, PPVA adopts the video
engines in PPLive [34] and incorporates necessary exten-
sions to achieve universality and transparency. The details
will be given in the next sections.

5.5 Peer Registration

For a particular video, all the peers that have previously
downloaded this video serve as potential suppliers, forming
an overlay for this video. PPVA utilizes distributed trackers
to increase scalability and reduce lookup latency. First, all
trackers are grouped accordingly. For one certain video,
each group uses some trackers to manage this video. Thus,
the peers who own this video are managed by multiple
trackers in a tracker group. This can also prevent random
failures of trackers.

When a peer joins the PPVA platform, it will register
each of its video resources on a tracker. In particular, the
peer sends Commit/KeepAlive to trackers it has registered
in. A Commit message will be sent to trackers when a peer
has downloaded new videos or deleted any watched vid-
eos. A KeepAlive message tells trackers that a peer is still
online and its video resources are still available. To reduce
overhead of Commit/KeepAlive messages, a peer chooses
only one tracker from each tracker group to register in.

5.6 Video Identification and Indexing

VSSes have their own local video identification rules. PPVA,
on the other hand, will assign a global video identifier to
each accelerated video. A straightforward solution is to use
the video URL for identification. Unfortunately, popular
videos may have many different URLs, i.e., video replicas
stored in different locations. To address this problem,
PPVA adopts the hash value (e.g., MD5) of the video con-
tent, which is unique to each individual video. Note that a
PPVA client cannot directly calculate such a video identifier
before actually downloading it. Therefore, the video ID
(VID) can only be indexed by index servers.

As shown in Fig. 6, there are two indexing scenarios: the
non-first viewer (Case 1) and the first viewer (Case 2). The
major difference is whether a global VID exists on index
servers. This also indicates whether this video has been
watched before (by other peers) in this system. Note that in
Case 1, the trackers will return servers or peers with a given
VID (Case 1. Step 4). This is to enable a hybrid download
using both server and peers, which is similar to the very
popular BitTorrent (BT) system. In particular, the PPVA
servers are like the BT seeders and the PPVA peers are like
the leechers in the BT system. To highlight the most impor-
tant protocols in this design, we ignore some detailed steps
in this figure. For example, the returned peer list could be
empty. This means some peers have watched this video

Fig. 5. The PPVA architecture.
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before though they are not currently online. The user will
switch to Case 2 as a first time viewer. In Case 2, a peer
sends a URL request to the index server. As the video has
never been watched before, this peer can only download
the video from the video server (Case 2. Step 2). After actu-
ally downloading the whole video, the peer registers the
VID on the index server (Case 2. Step 3).

5.7 Caching and Replication

Unlike the streaming of live videos, the PPVA peers will not
synchronize with each other while watching a video. In this
case, the acceleration efficiency will be quite low, if the
peers only cache what they are watching temporarily in
their memories. For example, in YouTube, even when peers
share their watched videos for a longer period of time (e.g.,
1 day), the P2P-based approach will only assists 60 percent
of the videos in the condition where there are at least 10
peers sharing videos continuously [35].

To mitigate this problem, the PPVA peers are required
to contribute a fixed amount of hard disk storage (e.g.,
1GB). The peers will cache their watched video files in the
local storage when there is free hard disk space. As a
result, for a client interested in a particular video, all the
peers that have previously downloaded this video serve as
potential suppliers, forming an overlay with the peers that
are downloading this video. Obviously, a PPVA peer may
appear in multiple overlays, and the server is by default in
every overlay, ensuring at least one supplier exists. The
entire viewer population as well as the video servers thus
forms a hybrid P2P sharing system with much higher effi-
ciency. It is easy to see that how to regulate this storage
system is one of the most important design issues. To
address this problem, PPVA applies the modified least fre-
quency used strategy (LRU) that is applied in the existing
PPLive system [36].

5.8 Pollution Prevention

In PPVA, all the video information is calculated and
reported by peers. Errors may occur during data download
and upload, and there could also be malicious attacks [37].
PPVA prevents them on two levels, namely, chunk level
and piece level. We divide a video into different granular-
ities for different purposes. A piece (e.g., with the size of
1KB) is the basic unit of a data packet. A chunk (e.g., with
the size of 2MB) is the basic unit of a disk. Piece level pre-
vention is described as follow:

A piece is the minimum unit for data transmission in
PPVA. A typical value of a piece is 1KB. When receiving a
data piece, a peer should check the certificate to make sure
the piece is unpolluted. An example is shown as follows
when Peer 1 is to send a data piece to Peer 2:

1. Peer 1 uses an encryption algorithm to get a key, with
input parameters of Peer 1 ID, Peer 2 ID and VID;

2. Peer 1 uses the key and the data piece as parameters
to calculate the value of MD5 as Certificate 1;

3. Peer 1 sends the data piece and Certificate 1 to Peer 2;
4. Peer 2 calculates Certificate 2 in the same procedure

and compares the two certificates. If they are identi-
cal, Peer 2 will accept the data piece. Otherwise, it
will discard the data piece and request again.

On the other hand, we also provide chunk level preven-
tion. It is known that chunk is the minimum unit for a peer
to store video contents. Before storing, peers need to check
the MD5 value of the chunk to prevent potential pollution:

1. The first peer that downloads the chunk calculates
the MD5 value of the chunk and reports it to the
index server along with the chunk ID;

2. Each subsequent peer downloading the chunk will
acquire its MD5 value from the index server with the
chunk ID. If the value matches the locally calculated
MD5 value, the peer will accept the data; otherwise,
the data will be discarded;

3. If the MD5 value uploaded by the first peer is wrong,
many unmatched cases will happen after subsequent
peers download the chunk. The index server can
then examine whether the first uploaded MD5 value
is wrong; in particular, it can compare the first
uploaded MD5 value with the value downloaded
directly from the original server.

It is worth noting that PPVA is a complex system. This
section only reveals some key components in an accelera-
tion platform. We believe that the design of these compo-
nents can facilitate the research as well as the development
of similar systems.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

PPVA is a real-world system for universal and transparent
video acceleration. In this section, we will discuss the PPVA
performance from the log and trace analysis. Particularly,
we will estimate the system performance from three
aspects6: server bandwidth cost, acceleration effectiveness
and client overhead. Besides, the large-scale deployment of
PPVA also enables us to systematically examine the similar-
ity and differences of diverse VSSes, which we will further
discuss it in Section 7.

6.1 Measurement Methodology

To monitor our system performance and user behavior, we
have deployed a number of log servers to collect reports
from peers. In particular, peers will send reports to log serv-
ers at two time points: 1) when peers completed the

Fig. 6. Protocol of video indexing.

6. Note that we are focusing on the performance issues of PPVA.
The detailed peer dynamics are not discussed due to the privacy issues
in this commercial system.
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download of a video; 2) when peers terminate their PPVA
client software. Such reports include peer ID, video ID, file
size, bitrate, etc. IP addresses as well as content-level details
(e.g., video titles) are not collected to ensure user privacy.
Based on our tracing, users can generate 3:5 million reports
every day. We therefore apply this internal data from these
log servers to our analysis. Note that such internal data can-
not be obtained from passive measurements.

6.2 Server Bandwidth Cost

To accurately estimate the bandwidth cost that PPVA has
reduced, we introduce a metric Bandwidth Saving Ratio
(BSR). The higher the BSR is, the more bandwidth is saved
for servers. For a particular videom, its BSR is given by

BSRm ¼ Uploadm
Downloadm

(35)

whereDownloadm is the bytes downloaded by peers who
watch video m, and Uploadm is the bytes uploaded by peers
who watch video m. Therefore, the difference between
Downloadm and Uploadm is caused by servers. For example,
if a peer watches a video of 100MB, with 20MB from
resource servers and 80MB from other peers, then the BSR
for this download is 80 percent. LetM andN be the number
of videos and the number of peers in the system, respec-
tively, and Nm be the number of peers who watch video m.
Then the BSR of the system becomes

BSR ¼ 1

N

XM

m¼1
ðNm 
BSRmÞ: (36)

In Fig. 7a, we calculate the average BSR every 10 minutes
within a 24-hour time frame across all VSSes. As we can see
from the figure, PPVA can achieve up to 80 percent traffic
saving on the servers even for the most popular VSSes. It is
also worth noting that the dynamic of this ratio follows a
very clear daily pattern. Specifically, the lower BSR during
night is mainly because the disposal ability of the index
server is limited. During the peak time (around 21:00), as the
index server cannot dispose so many requests, some are
abandoned, resulting in a relatively high abandon ratio. The
bandwidth saving rate therefore depends on user demands
on different VSSes. Also, we think another reason to the
lower BSR is that the proportion of PPVAusersmay decrease
even when the total number of users increases during the
peak time. To mitigate these issues, providers are suggested
to deploy higher-performance index servers in PPVA sys-
tems and encouragemore users to use PPVA system.

Fig. 7b shows BSR of videoswith different popularities;X-
axis represents the amount of video requests in a one-day
period. We can see that BSR increases with video popularity
when the number of video requests in one period is less than
10. This is because the peers watching unpopular videos can
hardly find enough replicas to accelerate downloads.

6.3 Acceleration Effectiveness

As the download speed and bitrate may vary, videos whose
average download speeds are less than the video bitrate
usually cannot be viewed smoothly. We call them rough vid-
eos in this paper. On the other hand, although higher aver-
age download speed does not necessarily mean better user
experience, it can reflect viewing experience to some extent.
With regard to acceleration effectiveness, this section
focuses on two aspects: the rough video reduction and the
download speed acceleration.

It is easy to measure average download speed using
PPVA, since PPVA client software records and reports this
data. However, it is impractical to measure the average
download speed without using PPVA. We make an approx-
imate measurement here. Many viewers cannot find peer
resources, possibly because they are watching unpopular
videos or interacting with each other. Since the download is
totally from servers, we define the speed as speed without
PPVA. Accordingly, we define the speed of downloads
from both peers and servers as speed with PPVA.

First, Fig. 7c shows the rough video proportion with and
without using PPVA, respectively. It illustrates that Youku
provides the best viewing experience, while the other three
video sites provide bad viewing experience. Particularly,
nearly 60 percent of the Sina videos cannot be viewed
smoothly. The acceleration effectiveness is obvious in Ku6,
Tudou, and Sina.

Second, Fig. 7d shows the average download speed of a
peer with and without PPVA, respectively. We find the
download speed increases after applying PPVA to Ku6,
Tudou and Sina. This result is also applicable to Youku,
though Youku’s download speed without PPVA is already
higher than that of the others.

6.4 Client Overhead

Although PPVA can improve user experience by accelerat-
ing download speed and reduce server bandwidth costs, it
introduces additional costs to peers participating in a P2P
overlay. We now examine the major client costs, including
disk, memory and CPU.

Fig. 8 shows the disk cost distribution. We can see that
around 29 percent of the peers contribute zero spaces, about

Fig. 7. Performance evaluation of PPVA.
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80 percent of the peers contribute less than 500MB, and all
peers contribute less than 2000MB, which is reasonable to
current personal computers.

Fig. 9 shows thememory cost distribution.We can see that
every peer uses less than 100MB, and nearly 80 percent of the
peers use memory less than 20MB. This is because peers
store much more memory than their capacity. If the request
data cannot be found in upload memory, peers will get the
request data from the disk, which involves an I/O operation.
Frequent I/O operations will result in bad user experience.
Fig. 10 shows memory hit ratio. Although a small memory is
used, the memory hit ratio is still very high, which is also
because PPVA employs an improved replacement algorithm
rather than a naive FIFO. For active peers, the hit rates above
90 percent account for 44:54 percent.

Table 3 shows the peak CPU cost distribution. Again,
97:38 percent of the peers use only less than 5 percent of the
CPU time. This indicates that the overheads are controlled
to an acceptable level on PPVA clients.7

The log and trace analysis of the real-word system shows
that PPVA achieves large amount of bandwidth saving
on servers and obvious acceleration effectiveness in most
VSSes. This is because PPVA is a universal platform explor-
ing the aggregated video and client resources across diverse
VSSes with acceptable overheads. As a consequence, from
theoretical analysis to practical deployment, PPVA shows
great potential in efficient resource integration and user
experience enhancement.

7 FURTHER DISCUSSIONS

The large-scale deployment of PPVAprovides us an opportu-
nity to examine the performance of such a universal and
transparent P2P accelerating service in real-world. It also ena-
bles us to systematically examine the similarity and differen-
ces of diverse VSSes. In this section, we firstly discuss some
practical issues that are also related to user’swatching experi-
ence. In particular, we will examine the details of video con-
tents on the PPVA platform. Such characteristics have the
potential to facilitate our future system enhancements.

On the other hand, based on the evaluation results, we
can see that PPVA can provide efficient video acceleration
service to real-world users. PPVA performance is largely
benefited from the design of cross-VSS video acceleration.
However, existing VSSes do not provide public interface
which tells random seeking information such as the seeking
position. Without special handling, PPVA can only imple-
ment random seeking by treating them as new video
requests, its replication efficiency would be low. To better
understand PPVA deployment, we further introduce how
we eliminate the effects of random seeking in PPVA.

7.1 Characteristics of Video Contents

We first explore the video site popularity distribution,
which will help to design P2P caching and ISP caching strat-
egies. Fig. 11 shows the aggregate views against normalized

Fig. 8. Overheads of local disk.

Fig. 9. Overheads of local memory.

Fig. 10. Memory hit ratio.

TABLE 3
Peak CPU Cost Distribution

CPU utility (%) 0-5 5-10 10-20 20-100

Percentage (%) 97.38 0.84 0.96 0.62

Fig. 11. Skewness of user interests.

7. Note that we did not provide detailed trace/log analysis of the
stand-alone video acceleration platforms. This is because the trace/log
information of these commercial systems is not enclosed to the general
public.
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video ranks in one month. We can see that the top
10 percent popular videos account for 82 percent views, and
the top 20 percent popular videos account for 94 percent
views. On the other hand, we can also find that nearly
74 percent videos are not viewed at all. An immediate impli-
cation of this skewed distribution is that caching can be very
efficient since storing a small set of objects can enable high
hit ratios. For example, by storing only 10 percent of the
popular videos, a carefully designed cache system should
be able to optimize 80 percent of the total requests.

We next examine such content-level characteristics as
video sizes (MB), video bitrates (Kbps), and video lengths
(Minute). Fig. 12 presents the size distribution by differ-
ent sites. This indicates that these VSSes mainly serve
small videos less than 100MB. Fig. 13 shows the video
bitrate distribution by different sites. We find that the
bitrates in most VSSes are basically around 250Kbps with
some minor differences. This indicates that low-bitrate
videos are popular in these UGC websites. Fig. 14 shows
the lengths of videos with different sites. We can see the
video length are quite different across different VSSes.
For example, more than 99:8 percent of the Youku videos
are less than 8 minutes. On the other hand, more than 50
percent of the Sina videos are more than 30 minutes. This

is because some VSSes, such as Youku and ku6, have
video length constraints.

Table 4 summarizes the median values of file characteris-
tics. This statistics shows that the current VSSes can hardly
support high-quality videos, due to limited server capacity.
Based on the exiting analysis, we can see that the low-bitrate
short videos are still dominating most VSSes. In addition to
memory, storage and CPU usage, there are other factors
that affect user experience, for example, increasing storage
limits may impact the acceleration performance. To provide
better watching experience, the growing trend of high-qual-
ity/extra-large video sharing will increase the complexity
of video acceleration systems. One of our on-going work is
to design a cloud-based video acceleration system for high-
quality/extra-large video contents. We are currently testing
our prototypes and aiming to make it a build-in function in
the PPVA platform.

7.2 Random Seeking in PPVA

Our measurement shows that the random seeking interac-
tions account for at least 18 percent requests [14]. Unfortu-
nately, existing VSSes do not provide public interface which
tells random seeking information such as the seeking posi-
tion. For example, a peer skips half of file A and then down-
loads the other half. This download request will be treated
as a new file B rather than the half of file A. It can neither
download data from peers that already have file A, nor
upload data to peers that are watching file A. This problem
could be best addressed by giving a uniform and public
interface which discloses the information of user behaviors.
However, this method may put some demands on existent
video sites and there is no such interface between PPVA
and these sites so far.

Fig. 12. Video size distribution.

Fig. 13. Video bitrate distribution.

Fig. 14. Video length distribution.

TABLE 4
Median Files at Different Sites

Bitrate(Kbps) Size(MB) Length(Minute)

Youku 214 9 6.3
Ku6 231 11 7.1
Tudou 274 45 22.5
Sina 319 28 13.5
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Fig. 15 summarizes the percentage of the invoked P2P deliv-
ery upon two types of requests. No seeking means viewing
requests that do not contain seeking interactions. In this
measurement, a request with seeking interactions is regar-
ded as a new file request that takes the server-only down-
load option. We can see that the percentage of P2P delivery
being invoked is much less if seeking requests are included,
this shows that seeking interactions can significantly reduce
VoD P2P delivery efficiency in PPVA. Moreover, Youku as
the most popular site, has the highest value in no seeking,
because it has a larger user base for P2P acceleration than
others. In terms of Ku6 service, we find the proportion
remains 40 percent upon the two types of requests. This is
because Ku6 has the smallest user base and does not enable
random seeking interactions.

7.2.1 Distributed Seeking Identification

To eliminate the effects of random seeking in PPVA, we pro-
pose a distributed solution as follows:

� First, PPVA client parses whether a request is a seek-
ing interaction. For example, it captures and parses
the resource’s URL to check whether it contains
string ‘‘?start ¼ ’’. If so, this is a seeking request of
the current watching videos.

� Second, PPVA client will download a small portion
of data (e.g., 2KB) directly from servers.

� Third, it sends the current VID and the downloaded
2KB data to the neighbor peers it is downloading
from.

� Fourth, its neighbors will match the 2KB data with
its local file that has the same VID.

� Fifth, the neighbors will then send the offset back, or
send ‘‘null’’ if it does not match or matches more
than one position.

If a peer receives ‘‘null’’ from its neighbors, it will down-
loaddirectly from servers. If a peer receives an offset feedback,
it will use this offset and VID to request more neighbors. Note
that there could be multiple matches if the data size for the
search is too small. Our experiments will show that 2KB size
is good enough to guarantee a uniquematch inmost cases.

7.2.2 Deployment Overhead

Matching cost is the main overhead of the distributed seek-
ing identification method. Fig. 16 illustrates the matching
cost with different matching data lengths and matching

positions. Here we use KMP [38] fast pattern matching in
strings algorithm to match data. The complexity of this algo-
rithm is OðM þKÞ, where M is the size of file and K is the
size of matching data. We find that matching cost is nearly
linear to the file size. In particular, the cost is less than 2s
when the file is 300MB. As our measurement reveals that the
average file size is 20MB [14], the average cost would be less
than 200ms.

For PPVA configuration, one important parameter is the
matching data size. Table 5 shows the percentage of more
than one match with different file sizes and matching data
sizes. It shows that 2KB is large enough to uniquely identify
the seeking position.

In conclusion, we propose a distributed seeking identifi-
cation method to handle the random seeking in PPVA. Our
measurement reveals that its overhead is acceptable. Unlike
regarding the seeking as new file requests, with the devel-
opment of applying the distributed seeking identification
method, PPVA will be capable of fully utilizing the replicas
in peers.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we investigate the modeling as well as the
implementation of PPVA platform. It is easy to see that our
framework design can transparently bridge users together
across multi-thousand sites, enabling enhanced and fully
compatible viewing experiences. The analysis of real-world
traces also enables us to thoroughly investigate the effec-
tiveness and potential loopholes, providing valuable guide-
lines for the future enhancements.

As a future work, we are particularly interested in the
cloud deployment of PPVA. Especially, to deploy a cloud-
based video acceleration service, we have to carefully exam-
ine the performance analysis of TCP/UDP flows on differ-
ent types of VMs on public cloud platforms such as
Amazon EC2 [39]. We find that VMs’ hypervisors (also

Fig. 15. Percentage of invoked P2P delivery.
Fig. 16. Matching cost.

TABLE 5
Percentage of More Than One Match

Piece= 64B 128B 256B 512B 1KB 2KB

File=5MB 0.17% 0.11% 0.08% 0.06% 0 0
File=10MB 0.23% 0.21% 0.16% 0.09% 0.01% 0
File=20MB 0.25% 0.22% 0.21% 0.11% 0 0
File=300MB 0.11% 0.08% 0.04% 0.03% 0 0
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known as virtual machine managers such as Xen, KVM and
VMware) and the total capacity play important roles during
the video traffic dispatching. Moreover, some unique fea-
tures of the cloud platforms such as task interference [40]
and performance variation [41], [42] will significantly affect
the performance of our video accelerator and thus need to
be very carefully considered in our enhancement design.
We believe that our system will not only improve the over-
all performance of video sharing services, but also facilitate
the development of many other content delivery systems
with similar design issues.
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